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Now is the Time to Take a Smart Risk
by

Joy Thierry Llewellyn

Imagine seeing your first book, Smart Risk:
Invest Like the Wealthy to Achieve a WorkOptional Life, launched in New York City’s
Time Square on the Reuters screen. But
for FEA designate Maili Wong, portfolio manager and principal in The Wong Group at
CIBC Wood Gundy, there was the added
element of laying-to-rest some painful
memories.
When Wong was 22 years old and on the
second day of her new job with Merrill Lynch
Wealth Management in New York City, she
left a meeting at the World Financial Center
beside the twin towers and minutes later
was running through dust and debris on the
West Side Highway in Manhattan.
Looking back on her experience of being
caught in 9/11, she said she was in survival
mode. “It was my first experience of true
fear. Everything I needed to feel safe—family,
money—was pulled from under me.” It was
not easy for her to revisit the experience but
she writes about it in her book because “it
shaped how I face a crisis.” Wong learned
there was a light at the end of every tunnel
and “a way through emotional fog.” And it
influenced the type of work she sought out:
educating and informing her clients how to
think differently about risk.
In 2006, she left NYC and returned to
Vancouver to join her investment advisor father, Terry Wong, in The Wong Group. It was
a “leap of faith” to leave New York City and
come back to Vancouver. She worried about
what she was giving up, and kept asking
herself, “What if?” She also knew it was the

right decision to enable her to “make an
impact beyond just myself.” In 2011,
The Wong Group became part of CIBC
Wood Gundy.
Writing Smart Risk fifteen years after she
left NYC and having it launch in Time Square
made her feel she had come full circle. But

it was not only 9/11 that helped shape her
life decisions. “My way of thinking started
from my ancestors,” she said. Her greatgrandfather emigrated from China to work
on the Canadian railway but “he quickly
realized it was not a good career move” and
ended up becoming a businessman instead.
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Words from our President
Katherine Bright MBA, FEA
By the time this newsletter is published,
our community will be actively exploring and
discussing our opportunity to help create
and be part of something much bigger—the
Family Enterprise XChange. After months
of planning, analysing, dreaming and
asking, “what if?”, we have settled upon
a common goal to build a united vision for
the field under one brand and entity. The
Family Enterprise XChange will connect,
support, inspire, educate and advocate for
our family enterprise community, to lead in
research and knowledge, and to curate and
develop the best content in the field.
And this is just the beginning. We are still
completing our due diligence, turning over

rocks to make sure that we have thought
through all the possible outcomes. We have
just begun to build the message, and to
communicate it to our advisors, designates
and client families.
What is clear is that a single voice for
family enterprise in Canada, both families
and advisors, is a much stronger voice.
Our message is already being heard.
The concept is exciting, and families, other
advisors, organizations and partners are
eager to join us in creating a commotion
about family enterprise. You, our designates
and members, have showed tremendous
leadership in the field by honing your
practice, building your community, and

continuing your learning. The FEX will
provide a much larger forum for your
participation, and its major awareness
campaign will help build the value of your
designation and show your commitment to
the field. The FEA, as a brand, as
a standard, and as a philosophy of practice,
will live on with more resources, more
commitment, and much more recognition.
We are vitally excited about these new
possibilities. We hope you can feel it too.

Now is the Time to Take a Smart Risk (cont.)
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This entrepreneurial family background gives
her an understanding of what many of her
clients are going through.
“Risk” might be considered an unusual
topic to write about during these days of
fluctuating financial markets but for Wong,
it could not be a more appropriate time. She

dressed and prepared for, enabling everyone
to deal with delicate topics like making the
portfolio dementia-proof. “We can serve
as the scapegoat, the facilitator, and the
referee,” she said, and be objective when a
family member is too close and involved.
Finding time to write her book in an

as her support and confidant. “Finding the
right life partner is one of the most important
decisions you make.”
Wong continues to mentor and volunteer
with professional women’s organizations.
“[Women] have come a long way, but we
need to think of ourselves as capable,”
she said. “This empowerment issue has
to involve men in the discussion so that
they buy in, support us, and become
our advocates.”
Wong feels the FEA Program is one every
professional should take. It added value to
the services she offers her clients, while she
continued to evolve her skills. It also provided her with insight and further perspective
on the complexities and benefits of working
in her own family-run business.

said, “Smart Risk is the start of a revisionary
way to think about risk.” Its aim is to give investors “financial empowerment and lasting
financial freedom,” even when unpredictable
markets are making many people nervous
about their investment choices.
Wong relies on a “Circle of Trust,” a
highly-skilled, multi-professional team she
calls her “Jedi Council.” It ensures that more
than just family financial concerns are taken
care of. By including the family physician on
the team, for example, health issues are ad-

already busy life happened because she
is disciplined with her time. “When I am
with my kids, I focus 100% on them. I put
away my BlackBerry, don’t watch TV, and I
haven’t been to a movie in a long time.” She
wants her children to know that “anything
is possible if they put their energy behind it.
And I want my kids to know that failure
is tolerated.” She believes learning we can
fail at one thing but still succeed is an important life lesson. She has regular date nights
with her husband Keith, and describes him

Maili Wong, CFA, CPP, FEA First Vice-President
& Portfolio Manager, CIBC Wood Gundy –
The Wong Group
www.smartriskinvesting.com
CIBC Wood Gundy is a division of CIBC World
Markets Inc., a subsidiary of CIBC and a
Member of the Canadian Investor Protection
Fund and Investment Industry Regulatory
Organization of Canada.
If you are currently a CIBC Wood Gundy client,
please contact your Investment Advisor.

Sound Financial
Advice for
Millennial Women
Women are increasingly focused on their
personal finances, and on maintaining
financial self-sufficiency. As the Millennial
generation earns its spurs in the workforce
and changes the world around it, they’re
also actively seeking advice and assistance
in building their financial foundation.
“Millennial women are reaching out to me
nearly every week, seeking concise, clear
information on how to create their financial
futures,” says Julia Chung, FEA designate,
Lead Family Enterprise Advisor, and CEO
of JYC Financial, a fee-for-service financial
planning firm.
“It’s so exciting to see young women really
taking responsibility for and control of their
personal finances. I realized that there were
probably 10 women out there who wanted
the information for every 1 woman who was

contacting me. On a personal level, I really
want to get this advice into their hands,
because I know that supporting these
women will benefit not only each individual,
but also our economy as a whole. The question was: How do I get the information out
to a wider audience in a cost-effective way?”
Julia discussed the dilemma with her
longtime friend, Krysten Merriman, and
another fee-for-service planner, Sandi
Martin. Together they collaborated on a
short, 27-page e-book called Women
& Money that was published by Modern
Advisor, the online investing company
where Krysten works, on International
Women’s Day.
Women & Money is useful for any
gender, but is definitely focused on young
women who are looking to build a strong

financial base. With information on increasing your earning power, understanding
and communicating your worth, tackling
debt, managing cash flow, and organizing
savings, each page provides solidly useful,
actionable information.
“It’s not the be-all, end-all of financial
information by any stretch of the imagination,” Julia advises. “It’s just a really good
start. Hopefully, people find it useful, and
give us a reason to produce a series.”
Women & Money is available for free
online at http://www.modernadvisor.ca/
academy/ebooks/women-money
Authors: Julia Chung, Sandi Martin &
Krysten Merriman
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The Codfathers: Lessons from
the Terminal Business Elite
Reviewed by

Leslie McNabb

McCains, Olands, Risleys, and Sobeys,
in businesses ranging from beer and
blueberries to helicopters and hotels. Their
approach and philosophies to leadership
and success are as diverse as the industries they represent. Yet at their core each
family story incorporates one or more of the
fundamental best practices we as family
enterprise advisors would recommend.
As I read the book it occurred to me there
is an interesting parallel between a family
business and Atlantic Canada as a region.
The business leaders of our region feel an
obligation and loyalty to their geographical
roots, much like family business members
who feel a sense of obligation and loyalty
to their family and its business. And leaving
Atlantic Canada to “go on down the road” to
Toronto (or anywhere outside the region) is
sometimes viewed as betrayal, not unlike a
family member choosing to work outside the
family business.
The Codfathers covers several key
themes from each of the three circles of
family business systems theory: family, business, and ownership. For example:
Working past family issues e.g. divorce,
sibling rivalry
As a native of Atlantic Canada working
in the family business field, it is hard not to
marvel at the large number of successful
family enterprises our region has produced.
Traditionally known as a “have not” region,
often we are stereotyped as lazy—working
only long enough each year to earn unemployment insurance benefits. Gordon Pitts’
narrative in The Codfathers: Lessons from
the Maritime Business Elite stands in stark
contrast to this description, going so far as
to claim that the defining characteristics of
Canadian business leaders originate on the
East Coast of our country.
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The Codfathers explores the question:
“How did a handful of local family
businesses in an economically challenged region become the multi-billiondollar powerhouse of the Canadian
economy?” As a business writer for The
Globe and Mail, Pitts had a front row seat
to the successes and failures of Canada’s
finest business leaders. His book relays the
origin and rise of some of the most recognized names in family business, along with
others who have more quietly ascended to
success. The more familiar names include
Braggs, Irvings, Ganongs, Jodreys,

• When Derek and Dick Oland, whose
family owns Moosehead Breweries, both
wanted to be President, their father
chose Derek. Dick left to run another
family-owned business. This is a great
example of the difficult succession
decision that emerges when there are
two children from the next generation
interested in leading. Often leaders are
afraid to make tough decisions in a family
business for fear of upsetting family
members.

• “Wallace and I will never fight over the
business,” Harrison McCain said.
Ten years after making this statement,
Harrison and Wallace McCain were facing
off in court, doing exactly what they
thought they never would—fighting
over the business. Pitt’s book offers
heartbreaking stories of families torn
apart by conflict, the most notable
being the Irvings and the McCains.
Yet both of those family businesses
continue to be hugely successful
despite the family feuds.
The importance of outside perspectives
from non-family
• One of the biggest opportunities in many
family businesses is looking outside the
family for experience, input, and advice.
Although many are fearful of involving
outsiders, Pitts clearly references the
advantages they can bring to all three
circles. In particular serving as a buffer to
minimize/ manage family issues in the
business.
The advantage of bringing in a
non-family bridge manager
• Life stages of each generation will not
always align perfectly for a natural
succession from parent to child. “David
Ganong admitted when he took over
from his uncle he was too young—he
needed five more years, but his uncle
couldn’t hold on for that long. He vows
not to do the same to his children.”
As it turns out the Ganongs hired a nonfamily employee to bridge the succession
from David to his daughter Bryana, who
is now the CEO.

Continuity planning is crucial for
continued success
• The best chance a family business has
for transitioning to the next generation
includes a continuity plan. This is
especially important in a smaller region
where the family business may be
the main employer for the area. “Our
company has had an enormous
commitment to community for 130 years.
As soon as the ownership of Ganong
Brothers goes, the jobs will go. So what
do you do?” David Ganong asked.

FEA Program. The book illustrates real life
examples of the advantages and challenges
of family business through the lens of
successful Atlantic Canadian families.
I would recommend this book to anyone
in family business. The stories are a testament to the commitment and perseverance
of families in business that result in legacies
for years to come.
The Codfathers: Lessons from the Maritime Business Elite by Gordon Pitts. Published by
Key Porter Books Limited, 2005; 319 pages.
Reviewed by Leslie McNabb (condensed)

In my opinion, the most convincing
aspects of the book centred on the benefits
of outside advisors, mentorship, and strong,
loyal networks. I felt Pitts did a good job in
showcasing the business leaders in our
region. His narrative was a balanced representation of the pros and cons of being in
family business.
The book’s commentary on the humbleness and giving nature of Atlantic Canadian
family businesses relates to my own experiences with our region’s family business
leaders. I have been fortunate to build a
relationship with several of the book’s
subjects, who have been incredibly gracious
in their support of our Centre. In particular,
every year Lee Bragg of EastLink Communications comes to speak to our students
and shares his family business story. He
also tends to stay and join a student group
to work on a case. Our students rank these
opportunities to connect with our region’s
business leaders as extremely valuable.
I enjoyed having an “insider’s” perspective
on the inner workings of our local successful
family businesses. The themes discussed
by Pitts in The Codfathers are representative
of some of the best practices taught in the

Director, Centre for Family Business and Regional
Prosperity at Dalhousie University
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Family Communication is Key in this Family Office
by

Joy Thierry Llewellyn

Canadian interest in Family Offices (FOs) is
reflected in the success of FEA designate Kevin
Algar’s family office company, GENn. A lunchtime conversation Algar had with tax and
business law expert Dennis Nerland resulted
in the establishment of GENn, which has just
celebrated its second year. GENn works with
families’ financial issues such as tax, financial
and estate planning, legal and insurance
matters, investment management, and trusts.
But Algar believes his company’s attention to
family relationships and communication is what
sets it apart from other FOs.
A proud 4th generation Albertan, Algar has
both an Honours BA in Psychology and a
Juris Doctor (Law). After articling with a Calgary
law firm he was admitted to the Law Society
of Alberta in 1982. He specialized in tax planning
until he formed Algar Virtue, a boutique wealth
management firm, with Chartered Accountant
Jim Virtue in 1995.
Then his fortuitous lunchtime meeting took
place with Nerland. Algar’s interest in the
Family Office concept came from his belief it
was the best professional way to deal with
significant family wealth. He also saw that the
term Family Office was becoming a marketing
title, which he considered a problem in the
industry. “The Family Office world tends to
be populated by people from insurance and
investment, the lucrative end of wealth management,” he said. “What people call themselves
can be a huge dust cloud.”
Nerland and personal and family coach Aly
Pain, who heads up the relationship-side GENn
services, are involved in the company but not
in the day-to-day operations, and continue with
their own pre-GENn work.
Although the financial issues of family wealth
management are critical and receive a lot of
attention, Algar said ignoring relationship issues
“virtually guarantees” failure of a family enterprise. His company name, GENn, reflects the
importance of unlimited generations and diversity of gender. “Facilitating and enhancing family
communication is the key.”
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GENn offers another novel feature: a shared
equity concept which provides the opportunity
for client families to own some of the firm. Algar
believes wealthy families are operating a wealth
management business, even if they don’t realize
it, so it makes sense they own an interest in
that business. “From a purely financial point of
view,” he said, “it is surprising how much we can
reduce the expenses of wealthy families” with
this involvement. The GENn team also noticed
problems in how trusts were being handled,
both from a relational and financial perspective,
therefore they are now focusing their skills to
“identify and educate trustees, beneficiaries and
their advisors on best practices for investing,
distributing and individuating [relational].”
Algar became familiar with the FEA Program
through business contacts and after hearing
IFEA Chair Margaret-Jean Mannix present at an
event in Calgary. He thought the program might
be important for GENn and decided to attend.
“In a way it was a test.” He brought 30 years of
financial expertise with him to the FEA Program,
but he also had that degree in psychology. This
provided a unique combination of financial and
relationship wealth management knowledge.
“I have learned over 20 years there is a huge
psychology component to what money means
to people. The FEA Program gave me tools and
approaches and substance to the relationship
side of my work.”
He said his life turning point was deciding to
head to law school instead of graduate studies
in psychology. “I am so impressed that what
might have been my profession has contributed
so much to the understanding of wealth.” GENn
is now committed to have everyone on their
team eventually go through the FEA Program.
“When we do what we do,” Algar said, “the
families we work with save, find peace with one
another, and prosper.”
Kevin Algar is a FEA designate and Family Board
Member & CEO of GENn
www.gennfamilyoffice.com

GENn Team from left to right: Allison Maher, Jared Wolk, Aly Pain, Kevin Algar, Dennis Nerland, Angela Houghton
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Quarterbacking Tips
When a family enterprise reaches out to you, their
trusted advisor, to “quarterback” their transition
process, how are you serving them?
As advisors, working with business families is an
inherent paradox. While it can be very challenging and
problematic on one hand, on the other hand, it will be
one of the most incredibly rewarding experiences of
your professional career.
Working with families to navigate the transition process
means that you are being welcomed into their lives and
being entrusted with their innermost experiences and
emotions. It can be one of the most humbling
engagements of your career.
However, this will also be some of the most difficult
work you will do. There really is no way to sugarcoat it
or make it sound easier than it is. Every single time, with
every single family, you are walking into a situation that
will be deeply impacted by differing perspectives,
conflict, and emotion.
As trusted advisors, when our value proposition is to
mitigate the conflict and emotion, how can we ensure
that no matter what arises in a family situation we
Primum non nocere (“first, do no harm”).
To start with you need to have an acute awareness of
yourself. Regulating how you manage and react to highstress situations involving both negative and positive
emotions is critical. The family is looking for you to
provide a neutral environment and the first time you
make the mistake of reacting either directly or indirectly
to a situation, trust and credibility can be compromised
or even lost.
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Knowing your own personal triggers and being able to
manage and mitigate your emotional responses to
various situations is critical for success in this field of
work.
The chemistry meeting is going to be your first
opportunity to meet the family and begin to build trust.
It is absolutely key to the success of the entire discovery
process. Your ability to ensure that every single family
member feels well served and heard is fundamental to
the overall success. Like my Grandma used to say, “We
need to all sing from the same hymn sheet.”
Ensure that the chemistry meeting is well managed with
an agenda and that you provide education about the
family enterprise system. Help the family develop a
code of conduct for how they will communicate and
work together. Make sure everyone has clearly stated
objectives for why they are agreeing to enter into this
process and clearly define who the client is—the
family—during that meeting.
From the moment you are contracted by the family and
engaged in your discovery process, you began to impact
a change. Simply by asking thought-provoking questions
and providing non-biased observations you have altered
how they are viewing their own personal positions, as
well as what is best for both the family and the
business.
As advisors it is in our nature to rush to a solution, you
will need to be able to step outside of that instinctual
urge in order to serve your families better.
And finally, remember that we can’t be all things to our
clients. Building a network of advisors, each with a
different skill set, will be one of the most valuable tools
in your toolkit as you quarterback for family business
clients.

Celebrating the roots and accomplishments of Business Families
Celebrating entrepreneurial families is fundamental to creating a climate where families will open up and speak of their challenges.
Patricia Saputo, a board
member of Saputo Inc. and
the Chief Financial Officer
of Placement Italcan Inc., a
holding company and
family office,

builds a lasting family bond. From their entrepreneurial
beginnings, Saputo has both grown and adjusted to some of
the governance realities of being a publically traded firm. The
family values still resonate with long-time employees, but
family members must reconcile their desired roles at the firm
with the rigour and merit-based environment of a public
company.
After the Saputo’s described their transitions over 50 years in
business, our regional award winner JMR Electric shared their

Recently, the Ivey Business School’s Business Families Centre
th

thoughts on being a business family. Their entrepreneurial

celebrated our 12 Annual National Business Families Day with

roots were strikingly similar with founder dad hustling for

our partners the Canadian Association of Family Enterprise

clients, co-founder mom delivering project tender offers

(CAFE), and the event followed our traditional pattern. We

precisely on time and the young kids participating in the

invite a nationally prominent business family member to be our

weekly office clean up ritual. The initial thrust of a business is

keynote speaker who can bring to life the challenges and

“all hands on deck,” with any able-bodied member of the

opportunities that come from family enterprise ownership.

Rasenberg family doing whatever is required to survive. Once

Afterwards, we announce the winner of CAFE’s Regional Family

the business establishes some traction, momentum and

Enterprise Award, and bring those family members on stage to

longevity, the need for greater governance begins. Sharing the

discuss their challenges and opportunities. Inevitably, the same

same stage, Saputo and JMR Electric were two very different

epiphany occurs each year: the audience recognizes there is

companies both in size and stage of development but they

more of the “same” than there is different between large

shared similar entrepreneurial roots and family challenges.

national (international) families and growing regional
enterprises. Therein lies the magic of the shared experiences
and for most enterprising families, the great common thread is
the values enshrined by the founding entrepreneur.

The lesson for advisors is that getting families to open up and
share their concerns and taking advice, begins with
acknowledging the tremendous success it is to even begin a
business. No matter the stage of business – billion dollar

Our event this year began with a celebratory video of the

enterprise or fledgling start-ups – the courage to “begin”

Saputo family business, which began by honouring the founder

should be applauded. When a small/medium sized business

– a young immigrant who delivered cheese to customers on his

feels valued by advisors, the opportunity to help them further

bicycle. His family – brother, parents, kids - rally support and

is more warmly received. Try starting with noting that even

their collective efforts to survive and thrive in this new land

the huge successful companies go through the same stages.

Business Families Centre | Pierre L. Morrissette Institute for Entrepreneurship — Ivey Business School | 1255 Western Road, London, ON N6G 0N1

News and Events
Social Media

The IFEA blog, Beyond Succession,
welcomes submissions on thought-provoking
topics from those in our community. If you
are interested in writing an article, please
see the application form on our blog page.
Don’t forget we will grant one CE credit for a
submission that is accepted. You can also
find content-driven articles posted regularly
on our FEA Network LinkedIn Group.
Join the conversation!

Events

This winter in Toronto and Vancouver we
were fortunate to have John A. Warnick,
founder of the Purposeful Planning Institute
(PPI), speak to members about the synergy
between IFEA and PPI. The Purposeful
Planning Institute is based in Denver,
Colorado and like IFEA, they have created
a platform for collaboration. In Vancouver
we also offered an advanced clinic in conflict
engagement instructed by Jamie Chicanot
from ADR Institute. Calgary members had
the opportunity to participate in a lively
case discussion with FEA instructor Gaia
Marchisio who will also be leading an
event in Toronto in the fall.

IFEA Website

In our Member Only section of our website
you can access specifically curated articles
from the Family Business Consulting Group
(FBCG). We are currently working with
FBCG to be able to offer select webinars at
a reduced rate that members can access,
watch, and claim CE credits. Videos of our
events will also reside in this section.

FEA Designation

At the time of printing this newsletter, last
year’s FEA Program participants were going
through the FEA exam process. At our events
in May/June we will be handing out FEA
certificates to our new designates and expect
to exceed the 200 mark.

FEA Program Update

We are very excited to welcome Dr. Gaia
Marchisio, Executive Director and Associate

Professor, Cox Family Enterprise Centre
at Kennesaw State University, as a new
instructor in the FEA Program. Gaia and
Family Enterprise Consultant Judi Cunningham have redeveloped Continuity Planning
creating a robust ending to the Program..

Want to test drive the FEA
Program?

You can now take any one of our four
content modules as a stand-alone course.
This is an opportunity to engage with our
highly experienced instructors, network
with your peers, and take away tools and
resources that you will be able to use with
your clients right away. If you then decide
you want to take the whole program,
IFEA will credit the cost of the module.
For more information on Business Family
Dynamics, Family Enterprise Strategy,
Business Boards and Family Councils
or Continuity Planning contact Peter
Cotterill at 604-822-2790.

FEA Program 2016

In January/February we opened our newest
cohorts in Toronto and Calgary where, along
with advisors from across Canada, we
welcomed two participants from across the
border. Thank you to all our members who
have talked to colleagues and friends about
the program and who are helping us spread
the word and change the face of family
enterprise advising.

Live Web Event

IFEA, in partnership with ABFI, will shortly
be announcing a live webinar series
for 2017.

Continuing Education

All designates who gained their designation
in 2015 or earlier are required to complete
seven continuing education credits by
the end of this calendar year. Continuing
Education Credits will be assigned for all
applicable study and professional growth in
topics that are related to, or an extension of,
the six competencies identified in the FEA
Program. CE eligibility is based on whether

Contact Us:
1900 - 800 Robson St,
Vancouver, BC V6Z 3B7

the event has enhanced the advisor’s
knowledge of family enterprise advising.
For more information please visit
our website or call our office at
1-888-649-4332.
OUR UPCOMING SPRING AND SUMMER
EVENTS, AT A GLANCE:

IFEA Vancouver: On May 3rd we will have
a panel of FEA designates from different
disciplines talking about the challenges and
opportunities of collaborating with a multiprofessional team. We will also be handing
out FEA certificates to our new designates.
On September 29th Wendy Sage-Hayward
and Cindy Radu will lead a discussion on
“Trust and Family Enterprises: What Advisors
Need to Consider.”
IFEA Toronto: On May 11th we welcome
Joanie Bronfman who will be talking about
the reasons why parents hide their wealth
from their children and ways to prepare the
next generation for the wealth they are about
to inherit. We will also be handing out FEA
certificates to our new designates.
On October 19th the newest addition to
our faculty, Gaia Marchisio PhD, Executive
Director and Associate Professor, Cox Family
Enterprise Center at Kennesaw State University, will be our guest speaker. Along with
her research and teaching experience, Gaia
brings her global perspective to Toronto.
IFEA Calgary: On June 15th we are
honoured to welcome Dr. Lloyd Steier,
Vice Dean, Alberta School of Business,
Distinguished Chair, Entrepreneurship &
Family Enterprise, who will be sharing his
current research and perspective on the
field of family enterprise. We will also be
handing out FEA certificates to our new
designates.
On October 4th we will be offering a
half-day workshop on Conflict Engagement
Skills for Family Enterprise Advisors. This
event will be taught by Jamie Chicanot
of the ADR Institute and is a not-to-bemissed seminar.

www.ifea.ca
1.888.649.IFEA (4332)
info@ifea.ca

